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In this paper we implement a sequential dynamic computable general equilibrium model combined 
with microsimulations to assess (1) the short- and long-run economic impacts of a gradual reduction 
in the export tax that was introduced during the economic crisis that hit Argentina at the end of 
2001, and (2) the impact of a decrease in the world prices of food products, one of the country’s 
main export product. Our results show that the elimination of the export tax would have different 
long run effects depending on the fiscal instrument that is used by the government to compensate 
for the loss in tax revenue. On the one hand, when the government budget is equilibrated by an 
increased  deficit,  the  average  annual  growth  rate  for  2008-2015  is  lower  than  in  the  baseline 
scenario. On the other hand, when the government budget is equilibrated by an increased direct tax 
rate, there is a long-run positive effect on growth. In any case, the employment level is lower and 
the price of food items is higher.  Therefore, the poverty headcount ratio increases. As expected, a 
reduction in the world price of food items (i.e., a worsening in Argentina’s terms of trade) would 
impact negatively on the country’s GDP growth rate and poverty, particularly in the rural areas. 
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Since the 1970s Argentina has experienced several major macroeconomic crises and episodes 
of  structural  change.  A  severe  macroeconomic  crisis  in  the  mid-1970s  under  the  Peronist 
administration was followed by some structural reforms carried out by the military regime. The debt 
crisis  of  the  early  1980s  then  hit  the  Argentinean  economy,  which  entered  a  phase  of  deep 
recession. The lost decade of the 1980s, characterized by poor economic performance, finished 
with a major macroeconomic crisis, including two episodes of hyperinflation in 1989 and 1990. The 
Peronist administration that took power in 1989 introduced a wide range of macro and market-
based reforms in the early 1990s. Despite an impressive macroeconomic record however, the social 
situation significantly deteriorated. The 1990s ended with another recession, which was followed by 
a major breakdown; the 2001/02 crisis implied a fall in the GDP of more than 15 percent, a 200 
percent  devaluation  of  the  exchange  rate,  public  debt  default,  restrictions  on  withdrawing  bank 
deposits, 40.5 percent inflation during 2002, an increase in the unemployment rate to 24 percent, 
and an increase in the poverty rate to 54.3 percent in 2003. The economy has strongly recovered 
since then, reaching levels of activity similar to those in the 1990s (see Table A.1 in the Appendix) 
and a poverty rate of 27 percent in 2006.  
In the year 2002, after the exchange rate devaluation, the government established an export tax 
on  all  products,  with  heterogeneous  tax  rates  –  higher  for  the  main  agri-food  export  products 
(Cereals, Oil seeds, and Vegetable oils and fats) and oil, and lower for processed products such as 
heavy manufactures (see Table A.2 in the Appendix). Presumably, these export tax differentials 
were intended to compensate domestic producers for the tariff escalation prevalent in some high-
income countries.
1 The export tax was introduced in order to keep bounded the domestic price level 
and to strengthen the government’s fiscal position. The increase in the world price of food during 
2002-2008 also contributed to the increased fiscal revenue coming from the export tax.  
Nowadays,  more  than  10  percent  of  the  tax  revenue  collected  by  the  national  government 
comes  from  the  export  tax,  which  is  considered  by  many  observers  such  as  academics 
(Sturzenegger, 2006; Llach and Harriague, 2005; Nogués, 2007), businessmen (Foro de la Cadena 
Agroindustrial  Argentina,  2005),  private  organizations  (CIPPEC,  2002a;  CIPPEC,  2002b;  Castro 
and Díaz Frers, 2008), and policy makers (Redrado, 2005; Ambito Financiero, 2006-9-13; Clarín, 
2004-5-3) to have a negative impact on investment and, consequently, on growth and employment.  
                                                 
1 Tariff escalation refers to the practice in some high-income countries of charging high tariffs on processed 
goods and lower or no tariffs on primary products, thus granting a higher effective rate of protection to value-
added  in  the  importing  country.  Consequently,  tariff  escalation  in  developed  countries  discourages 
diversification of production and increases their reliance on unprocessed goods. 4 
 
Therefore, we consider relevant to ask about the impact of (1) gradually eliminating the export 
tax, and (2) a decrease in the world prices of food, which is Argentina’s main export product and the 
main source of export tax revenue.  
The taxing of exports is not prohibited by the World Trade Organization (WTO). In fact, about 
one third of WTO members impose export duties (see Piermartini, 2004). Moreover, export taxes 
were explicitly excluded from the Doha Development Agenda, although some WTO members have 
complained about this (see Crosby, 2008). In contrast, and based on the recognition that export 
taxes distort trade, the MERCOSUR agreement prohibits export taxes among its member countries 
(i.e.,  Argentina,  Brazil,  Paraguay  and  Uruguay).  Currently,  some  MERCOSUR  members  are 
considering suing Argentina at the Ad Hoc MERCOSUR Tribunal (see Gajate, 2008). 
In this study we assess (1) the short- and long-run economic impacts of a gradual reduction in 
the export tax that was introduced during the economic crisis that hit Argentina at the end of 2001, 
and (2) the impact of a decrease in the world prices of food and oil, two of the country’s main export 
products. To this end we build a sequential dynamic computable general equilibrium (CGE) model 
linked to a microsimulation model that allows us to capture the “macro-micro” links. We analyze the 
effects of the proposed policy changes and external shocks on aggregate output, sectoral output, 
employment, government budget, poverty, and inequality.  
We consider the dynamic macro-micro framework particularly well-suited for the questions at 
hand. The CGE model captures some of the main features of structural change and the relative 
price  changes  accompanying  them.  In  turn,  the  microsimulation  model  allows  for  a  detailed 
empirical assessment of the household income response to these changes. 
This document is organized as follows. The next section describes the method and data used 
for this project. Section 3 presents and discusses our results. Finally, conclusions are presented in 
Sector  4. We also  provide  an  Appendix  with  a  mathematical  statement  of  our  CGE model  and 









2. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
The CGE methodology is not extensively used in Argentina. In a recent paper, Mercado (2003) 
surveys only two “institutional” CGE models. We are aware of only a few papers that have applied 
the CGE microsimulation methodology to Argentina.
2  
Díaz-Bonilla et al. (2004) used the IFPRI (static) Standard Model (Lofgren et al., 2002) linked to 
a microsimulation model that follows the non-parametric methodology proposed by Ganuza et al. 
(2002). Our analysis differs from Díaz-Bonilla et al. (2004) in several aspects. The IFPRI team used 
a  1993  SAM  while  we  built  a  2005  SAM.  This  is  especially  important  taking  into  account  the 
economic changes that Argentina experienced in recent years. The IFPRI paper simulates some 
shocks that affected Argentina during the 1990s (e.g., unilateral trade liberalization). We conduct a 
prospective analysis trying to identify the outcome of different counterfactual scenarios, especially 
on poverty. 
Cicowiez et al. (2008) used the MAMS (Lofgren and Diaz-Bonilla, 2006) model linked to a non-
parametric microsimulation model to evaluate different strategies to achieve some of the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs) by the year 2015. Our analysis varies from this previous work in that 
we develop a new dynamic CGE microsimulation model not related to the MDG achievement and 
calibrate it with a new  SAM.  
In a recent paper, Cicowiez et al. (2008) used a static CGE microsimulation model linked to the 
World Bank LINKAGE model to study the impact of global agricultural liberalization in Argentina 
using legal (higher) instead of effective export tax rates. Though CGE models have long been used 
for poverty analysis, the representative household approach to CGE modeling cannot capture the 
impact of a shock over the whole distribution of income. For this reason, we link our CGE model to a 
microsimulation  model that  allows  us  to map  the  aggregate  results to  the  individual  level  using 
microdata.  
Our CGE microsimulation methodology is implemented in two steps. First, we run counterfactual 
scenarios using a sequential dynamic CGE model of the Argentine economy calibrated with a 2005 
SAM. Second, we use a layered top-down approach to implement a microsimulation model in order 
to capture the distributional effects of the simulated shocks. 
                                                 
2 On the other hand, there are some applications of the CGE methodology to Argentina; see, for example, 
Chisari et al. (1999) and Wang et al. (1995). 6 
 
2.1. THE DATA 
The data requirements are the usual for this type of methodology: i) a Social Accounting Matrix 
(SAM) and complementary data to calibrate the CGE model, and ii) microdata from a household 
survey to conduct the microsimulations.  
ARGENTINA SAM 
As  discussed  earlier,  the  Argentine  economy  has  experienced  important  structural  changes 
since the December 2001 crisis. Taking this into account, we constructed a SAM for Argentina using 
the most recent data. In this section we describe the building process of the 2005 Argentina SAM.  
As our starting point we used the 1997  input-ouput tables (which were the latest available) 
constructed by the National Institute of Statistics and Censuses (INDEC, 2001). In order to reflect 
the changes in the economic structure caused by the 2001/02 economic crisis we used the following 
sources of information for the years 1997 and 2005: national accounts statistics, external trade data 
(imports  and  exports),  government  budget  data  (expenditures  and  revenues),  and  balance  of 
payments data. The SAM building process followed the approach proposed by Reinert and Roland-
Holst (1997) that involved five steps: 
1.  Construction of a detailed (i.e., with full disaggregation of activities and commodities) 
SAM for the year 1997. 
2.  Construction of macroeconomic (i.e., with only one activity and one commodity) SAM 
for the years 1997 and 2005.  
3.  Computation  of  ratios  between  corresponding  cells  in  the  1997  and  2005 
macroeconomic SAM. 
4.  Construction of a first detailed 2005 SAM by applying the ratios computed in the last 
step to the detailed 1997 SAM. As expected, the resulting SAM was unbalanced. 
5.  Use of the cross-entropy estimation technique described in Fofana et al. (2005) and 
Robinson et al. (2001) to balance the resulting SAM from the previous step. In order to correctly 
reflect Argentina’s economic structure in 2005 we imposed many constraints to the balancing 
process  based  on  known  data  such  as  GDP  value,  exports  and  imports  by  commodity, 
aggregate private and government consumption and investment, value-added by activity, and 
total tax revenue collected by tax instrument, among others.  
Table 2.1 shows the accounts in the fully disaggregated SAM. The productive sector is split in 
22  activities  and  23  commodities:  8  primary,  16  manufactures,  and  services.  This  sectoral 
disaggregation allows us to identify the commodities that bear relatively high export tax rates, which 
are simultaneously some of the main export products of Argentina.  7 
 
The highest export tax rates are faced by such commodities as Oil, Oil seeds, Vegetable oils 
and fats, Cereals, and Meat; the corresponding effective export tax rates are 33, 20, 17, 15, and 11 
percent.
3  The  SAM  identifies  three  types  of  labor:  those  with  less  than  completed  secondary 
education  (unskilled),  with  completed  secondary  education  but  incomplete  tertiary  (semi-skilled), 
and with complete tertiary (skilled). The remaining productive factors are capital stock, land used in 
agricultural activities, and a natural resource factor used in the oil extraction sector.  
The  institutional  accounts  include  the  government,  the  household  (i.e,  the  private  domestic 
institution), and the rest of the world. The tax accounts have been disaggregated into nine taxes 
showed in table 2.1. Lastly, there is one consolidated savings-investment account. 
Table 2.1: Argentina SAM 2005 accounts 
 
Table 2.2 shows a macroeconomic SAM that is an aggregation of the detailed SAM. Argentina 
GDP reached 535,763 million pesos in 2005 (see Table 2.3).  
                                                 
3 Notice that we found that the CGE results were sensible to the sectoral dissagregation in the SAM. 
Sectors (23) -- (cont)  Institutions (3)
Primary Other manufactures Household 
Cereals  Textiles and apparel Government
Vegetables and fruits  Petroleum refinery Rest of World
Oil seeds  Chemical products
Other crops  Mineral products
Taxes (9) 
Livestock, milk and wool Metal products Value added tax 
Other non-agr primary Machinery and equipment Fuel tax 
Mining Vehicles Financial services tax
Oil Other manufacturing Export taxes
Services Tariffs




Vegetable oils and fats  Unskilled labor Income tax
Dairy products  Semi-skilled labor Factor tax
Sugar  Skilled labor
Other proc food  Capital, short run specific Savings-Investment (1) 




In 2005 the government’s current surplus was around 5 percent of GDP and remained in similar 
values until 2007, the last available information. 
 
Table 2.2: Argentina MACROSAM 2005 (x100 = million pesos) 
 
act com fac hhd gov row s-i tax total
act 10,508 10,508
com 5,980 3,263 657 1,365 1,114 12,379
fac 4,434 4,434
hhd 4,260 523 -95 4,687
gov -55 1,500 1,445
row 1,041 1,041
s-i 1,022 265 -173 1,114
tax 94 830 174 402 1,500
total 10,508 12,379 4,434 4,687 1,445 1,041 1,114 1,500
Source: Argentina SAM 2005.  
Table 2.3: Argentina GDP 2005 (x100 = million pesos) 
 
indicator LCU shr GDP
household consumption 3,263 60.9
fixed investment 1,114 20.8
government consumption 657 12.3
exports 1,365 25.5
imports -1,041 -19.4
GDP market price 5,358 100.0
net indirect taxes 963 18.0
GDP at factor cost 4,395 82.0
Source: Argentina SAM 2005.  
The production and trade structure of Argentina is reflected in tables 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. 
Columns  (i)  and  (ii)  of  table  2.5  show  the  share  of  each  sector  in  total  exports  and  imports, 
respectively. Columns (iii) and (iv) of table 2.4 present, for each sector, the share of exports in 
production and the share of imports in consumption, respectively. While the agro-food products 
represent  a  significant  share  of  export  revenue  (around  44%),  their  value-added  share  in  the 
economy  is  less  than  14  percent.  The  Argentine  SAM  2005  reports  taxes  paid  by  institutions, 
commodity sales, and factors. The different tax instruments and their share in total revenue are 
summarized in table 2.6.  9 
 
Table 2.4: Production structure Argentina 2005 (%) 
 
VA f-labn f-labs f-labt f-cap f-land f-natres
Grains 3.7 1.2 1.0 0.9 4.9 44.5 0.0
Vegetables and fruits 1.0 1.2 1.0 0.9 0.4 12.0 0.0
Other crops 0.8 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.1 9.9 0.0
Livestock, milk and wool 2.8 3.0 2.6 2.3 1.3 33.6 0.0
Other non-agr primary 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0
Oil 4.1 1.0 1.1 1.6 4.1 0.0 100.0
Mining 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.6 1.1 0.0 0.0
Meat 0.8 1.3 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.0 0.0
Other proc food 2.4 3.9 2.6 1.2 2.2 0.0 0.0
Vegetable oils and fats 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0
Dairy products 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0
Sugar 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0
Beverages and tobbaco 1.3 1.7 1.5 0.7 1.4 0.0 0.0
Textil and apparel 1.6 2.4 1.5 0.7 1.8 0.0 0.0
Other manufacturing 3.6 4.7 4.5 1.9 3.7 0.0 0.0
Petroleum refinery 0.7 0.4 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.0 0.0
Chemical products 2.9 2.4 4.1 4.0 2.5 0.0 0.0
Mineral products 0.6 1.1 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0
Metal products 2.5 3.5 2.7 1.2 2.6 0.0 0.0
Machinery and equipment 1.6 1.9 2.5 1.5 1.4 0.0 0.0
Vehicles 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.3 1.2 0.0 0.0
Services 66.2 64.8 67.6 77.7 68.1 0.0 0.0
total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
shr VA = share value added
shr f-labn, f-labs, f-labt = share unskill, semi-skilled, and skilled labor payments
shr f-cap = share capital payments
shr f-land = share land payments
shr f-natres = share natural resource payments





Table 2.5: trade structure of Argentina 2005 (%) 
 
 
exports% imports% ex intensity im intensity
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
Primary
Cereals 6.5 0.0  59.2  0.5 
Vegetables and fruits 2.3 0.3  29.8  4.7 
Oil seeds 5.4 0.5  34.0  4.2 
Other crops 0.8 0.5  9.4 4.6 
Livestock, milk and wool 0.5 0.1  1.8 0.2 
Other non-agri primary 0.1 0.2  8.3 9.2 
Mining 3.3 3.0  28.9  23.6
Oil 5.8 0.8  25.2  3.6 
Processed food
Meat 3.8 0.2  18.0  1.1 
Other proc food 5.3 1.4  15.8  4.0 
Vegetable oils and fats 16.7  0.1  87.8  4.6 
Dairy products 1.5 0.1  14.0  0.7 
Sugar 0.3 0.0  19.4  0.2 
Beverages and tobacco 1.2 0.2  7.5 1.0 
Other manufactures
Textile and apparel 3.6 4.2  17.9  17.7
Other manufacturing 5.8 9.0  13.8  17.5
Petroleum refinery 8.6 2.7  38.9  14.6
Chemical products 8.9 18.9 25.7  38.3
Mineral products 0.5 0.9  6.1 9.6 
Metal products 7.0 7.0  21.0  18.3
Machinery and equipment 4.1 33.6 18.6  61.3
Vehicles 7.9 16.3 41.3  55.1
Total 100.0 100.0 11.8  10.4
References:
Exports% = share of each sector in total exports 
Imports% = share of each sector in total imports
EX intensity = share of exports in production
IM intensity = share of imports in consumption
Source: Argentina SAM 2005.
sector11 
 
Table 2.6: Taxes included in the CGE model, share (%) 
 
tax instrument (*) trev$ shr-trev shr-GDP
export tax 123 8.2 2.3
tariffs 40 2.7 0.7
value added tax 369 24.6 6.9
other indirect taxes 392 26.1 7.3
direct taxes 576 38.4 10.8
total 1,500 100.0 28.0
(*) includes national and local taxes.
References:
trev$ = tax revenue in LCU
shr-trev = share of tax revenue in total tax revenue
shr-GDP = share of tax revenue in GDP
Source: Argentina SAM 2005.  
Apart from the SAM, our CGE model database includes data related to the stocks of labor by 
skill  level  (from  the  census  combined  with  microdata  from  household  survey),  data  on  initial 
unemployment rates by skill level (microdata from household survey), data on the labor force growth 
rate  by  skill  level  (from  the  census);  data  on  the  capital  depreciation  rate  (from  CEP  (2003); 
Coremberg (2004); Bulacio (2005)), and various elasticities that include those in production, trade, 
and consumption (from Annabi et al. (2006) and own literature review).  
ARGENTINA HOUSEHOLD SURVEY 
In building the microsimulation model we used the Encuesta Permanente de Hogares (EPH), 
the main household survey in Argentina. The EPH is carried out by the INDEC and cover 31 urban 
areas (all the urban areas with more than 100,000 inhabitants), where 71 percent of the country’s 
urban population reside. Since the share of urban areas in Argentina is 87.1 percent, the sample of 
the EPH represents around 62 percent of the total population of the country. The EPH gathers 
information  on  individual  sociodemographic  characteristics,  employment  status,  hours  of  work, 
wages, incomes, type of job, education, and migration status. The microdata of the EPH is available 
for the Greater Buenos Aires (GBA) area beginning 1974, while the rest of the urban areas have 
been added during the last three decades. There is no alternative to the use of the urban EPH.
4  
The EPH for the period 1999-2005 was also used to split the total labor payment both by skill 
and by each activity in the SAM building process.  
                                                 
4 However, whenever possible, we complement our analysis with the scarce available information on rural 
poverty in Argentina.  12 
 
2.2 THE MODEL 
 
In this section we provide a description of the CGE and Microsimulation models constructed for 
this project.  
CGE MODEL 
We  build  a  perfectly  competitive  sequential  dynamic  CGE  model  in  order  to  capture  the 
economy-wide and growth effects of policy-induced and external shocks. The economic agents in 
the model are assumed to have a myopic behavior (i.e., their decisions depend on the past and the 
present, but not on the future). In what follows we present a description of the CGE model structure. 
A complete mathematical statement of the CGE model can be found in the Appendix. The model 
can be solved one period at a time from the base year and moving forward or simultaneously for all 
time periods.
5 The model structure can be divided into two modules: i) within period, and ii) between 
period.  
WITHIN-PERIOD MODULE 
As is common in the CGE literature, our model decomposes the production structure into a 
series of nested decisions that allow for a wide range of substitution possibilities between inputs. A 
picture of the production side of the model is presented in figure 2.1. We use standard functional 
forms  to  model  substitution  and  transformation  possibilities  (i.e.,  LF=Leontief,  CES=Constant 
Elasticity of Substitution, and CET=Constant Elasticity of Transformation).  
                                                 
5 The second alternative offers the possibility of adding some forward-looking behavior to the model. On the 
other hand, for some complex experiments, it is easier for GAMS to find a solution if the model is solved one 
period at a time. 13 
 
























For  private  consumption  we  assume  that  there  is  a  single  representative  household  that 
allocates its disposable income across the various commodities according to a Stone-Geary utility 
function.  This  functional  form  has  the  advantage  of  allowing  for  commodity-specific  income 
elasticities.  The  government  collects  taxes,  makes  and  receives  transfers,  and  purchases 
commodities.  The  behavior  of  the  government  receipts  and  spending  depends  on  the  selected 
macroeconomic closure rule (see below).  
The model incorporates a value-added tax with rebates for intermediate input and investment 
purchases as in Go et al. (2005). With this treatment, there is no cascading effect on prices of taxes 
on  intermediate  goods.  We  assume  the  VAT  is  administered  using  the  “invoice  method”.  All 
transactions  are  taxed  at  a  fixed  proportional  rate  regardless  of  whether  they  are  final  or 
intermediate transactions. Firms can deduct taxes paid on intermediate inputs and that tax amount 
is reported on the invoices for intermediates. Import sales are subject to a VAT, while export sales 
are not. 
Argentina is modeled as a small open economy that takes the prices of exports and imports as 
givens. By following the Armington assumption (Armington, 1969; de Melo and Robinson, 1989), 
products  are  differentiated  according  to  their  country  of  origin  (domestic  versus  imports)  and 
destination (domestic versus exports). As usual, a sectoral CES and a sectoral CET are used for 
consumption and production, respectively.  
The  labor  market  is  the  main  channel  of  interaction  between  the  CGE  model  and  the 
microsimulation model. We build a model with endogenous labor supply and unemployment.  14 
 
The labor market is segmented between rural and urban activities
6, with perfect mobility within a 
given segment but imperfect mobility between segments. The labor force moves between rural and 
urban  activities  according  to  a  CET  function.  In  each  segment,  we  assume  the  existence  of  a 
downward rigid real wage for each type of labor. The minimum real wage for each skill level varies 
with the following determinants: the unemployment rate as in a wage curve, real living standards 
captured by household consumption per capita, average real factor returns (price of value-added), 
and the consumer price index.
7 The labor-leisure choice is modeled according to a Stone-Geary 
utility function as in de Melo and Tarr (1992). We assume a minimal level of leisure in the utility 
function along with a minimal level consumption of each good. Figure 2.2 shows the representative 
household decision tree.  






COMMODITY 1 COMMODITY c ...
 
BETWEEN-PERIOD MODULE 
The model is formulated as a static model that is solved sequentially over time. In each period 
the  following  variables  are  updated:  physical  sectoral  capital  stocks,  population,  labor  force 
disaggregated  by  skill  level,  LES  (linear  expenditure  system)  minimal  consumption,  and 
technological change.  
The process of physical capital accumulation is endogenous with previous-period investment 
generating new capital stock for the subsequent period. The allocation of new capital across sectors 
is influenced by two factors: i) each sector’s initial share of aggregate capital income, and ii) sectoral 
profit-rate differentials from the previous period. Sectors with above (below) average capital returns 
will receive a larger (smaller) share of total investment than their share in capital income.  
                                                 
6 The activities classified as rural are Cereals, Vegetables and fruits, Oil seeds, Other crops, and Livestock, 
milk and wool. 
7 Our formulation for the downward rigid real wage can be derived from the efficiency wage literature as in 
Thierfelder and Shiells (1997), Maechler and Roland-Holst (1997), and Annabi (2003).  15 
 
A similar approach is followed by Dervis et al. (1982) and more recently by Thurlow (2004) in his 
extension of the IFPRI Standard Model. 
The population growth is exogenously imposed on the model based on separately calculated 
growth projections – the average annual total population growth rate is 1 percent.
8 We make a 
distinction  between  total  population  and  the  labor  force.  Based  on  past  trends  from  population 
census data, we assume an exogenous growth path for the population in labor force age with skilled 
population growing faster than unskilled population
8; the initial skill composition of the labor force is 
53  percent  unskilled,  32  percent  semi-skilled,  and  15  percent  skilled.  The  transfers  between 
different institutions are assumed to change at the same (exogenous) base GDP growth rate. 
MACROECONOMIC CLOSURE 
As is the usual case (Robinson, 2003), we need to specify the three macroeconomic balances 
that  are  usually  present  in  a  CGE  model:  i)  external  balance,  ii)  savings-investment,  and  iii) 
government  budget.  The  model  allows  for  alternative  closure  rules  for  these  balances.  In  the 
following section we explain the macroeconomic closure rules used for each simulation. 
MICROSIMULATION 
The microsimulation model generates a counterfactual household income distribution for each 
time period of the simulation. Let  t Y  be the household income distribution in year t, which can be 
written as a function  F  of the labor income (
L
t Y ), the non-labor income (
NL
t Y ), and the population 
structure ( t pop ). Then,  




t t pop Y Y F Y , , =   (1) 
We can simulate the income distribution in a given year t by changing the arguments in equation 
(1).  
In  what  follows  we  describe  the  microsimulation  methodology  that  was  developed  for  this 
project.  The  EPH  corresponding  to  the  year  2005  was  used  as  our  main  data  base  for  the 
microsimulation model. The microsimulation model consists of the following nine effects that are 
simulated cumulatively; that is, the current effect is simulated on top of the previous effect.
9 
                                                 
8 We refer to the CGE model variable named MAXHOUR; see the model mathematical statement at the end 
of this document. 
9 The microsimulation effects are also simulated individually; this alternative set of results is available from the 
authors upon request. 16 
 
POPULATION GROWTH. The first effect consists of individual re-weighting in order to reflect 
the  population  growth  over  time.  First,  we  change  the  individual  weights  based  on  population 
forecasts  by  age  brackets  and  gender  from  INDEC;  the  new  weights  are  computed  taking  into 
account that individuals in the same household should have the same weights. Second, we rescale 
all  individual  weights  in  order  to  replicate  the  total  population  growth  from  INDEC;  this  last 
adjustment is implemented because the age and gender structure in the household survey are not 
necessarily identical to that in the population projections. Additionally, this effect also takes into 
account exogenous changes in the educational structure of the workforce. 
PARTICIPATION RATE. In this step, the participation rate (i.e., the size of the labor supply) of 
each  labor  category  is  changed  according  to  the  CGE  results  (recall  that  the  CGE  model 
endogenizes the labor-leisure choice). The participation rate is defined as the ratio between the 
labor force and the total population in each labor category. The individuals that change their labor 
status are randomly selected. The counterfactual labor income of the newly active individuals is 
assigned  after  the  unemployment  rate  and  the  sectoral  structure  of  employment  effects  are 
introduced.  
UNEMPLOYMENT  RATE.  This  effect  moves  individuals  between  employment  and 
unemployment such that the change in the unemployment rate from the CGE model is replicated. 
The  individuals  that  change  their  labor  status  are  randomly  selected.  The  counterfactual 
employment  level  (e)  results  from  the  combination  of  the  participation  rate  (a)  and  the 
unemployment rate (u), according to the formula e=(1-u)a. The counterfactual labor income of those 
individuals  that  move  from  unemployment  to  employment  is  assigned  in  the  next  step  of  the 
microsimulation model, once they are allocated to a counterfactual sector of employment. 
SECTORAL STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT. This effect replicates the change in the sectoral 
structure  of  employment  that  results  from  the  CGE  model.  In  each  period,  depending  on  the 
previous effects, the employed individuals can be classified into three groups: (1) those that were 
working in the previous period; (2) those that moved from unemployment to employment; and (3) 
those that moved from inactivity to being employed. The new workers are the first to be assigned to 
the expanding sectors. Within each group, the individuals that change their sector of employment 
are  randomly  selected.  For  those  individuals  that  change  their  sector  of  employment  a 
counterfactual labor income is estimated using the coefficients from a Mincerian wage equation, 
plus a random shock.
10  
                                                 
10 The explanatory variables included in the equation are experience and experience squared, dummies per 
sector, regional dummies, and marital status. The individuals included in the regression are those that were 
employed in t-1 and still in t. 17 
 
Finally,  for  those  individuals  that  move  from  employment  to  inactivity  or  unemployment  a 
counterfactual labor income of zero is assigned. 
RELATIVE WAGES. This simulation refers to the change in relative wages. First, we modify 
individual wages according to the results generated by the CGE model for each labor category. We 
then rescale individual wages so as to keep the average wage constant. 
AVERAGE WAGE. This effect refers to the change in the average wage. We simply multiply all 
individual wages that result from the previous effect by the same scalar to reflect the change in the 
average wage generated by the CGE model. 
NON-LABOR FACTOR INCOME. This simulation considers the change in the non-labor factor 
income; we increase the non-labor factor income of t-1 by applying the change in the rate of return 
to non-labor factors (capital, land, natural resources) from the CGE model.
11 
POVERTY  LINE.  The  value  of  the  extreme  (food)  poverty  line  is  determined  endogenously 
within the CGE model as in Decaluwé et al. (1999). This is possible because all the commodity 
prices are endogenous in the CGE model. The counterfactual value for the moderate poverty line is 
computed by applying the inverse of the Engel coefficient to the value of the extreme poverty line. 
This sequence for introducing changes in the selected labor market parameters is similar to that 
of Vos et al. (2002). However, our approach is different in that we use econometric estimations to 
assign counterfactual wages to those individuals that change their characteristics in a counterfactual 
scenario, with the last step involving a change in the poverty line that reflects the price movement of 
different  goods.  The  microsimulation  model  is  solved  several  times,  due  to  the  use  of  random 
numbers at different steps in the process. This allows us to construct confidence intervals for the 
poverty and inequality results. 
At every step of the microsimulation a counterfactual labor income for each individual in the 
workforce is generated. This new labor income distribution is used to compute a counterfactual 
household income. Additionally, at the last step a new poverty line is also computed.  
We then calculate several standard inequality and poverty indicators such as the Gini coefficient 
and the poverty headcount ratio.  
                                                 
11 However, notice that the underreporting of non-labor factor income is very important in the Argentinean 
household survey (Gasparini, 1999). See also Deaton (1997). 18 
 
MACRO-MICRO INTERACTION 
The two methodologies are used in a sequential top-down fashion. The (macro) CGE model 
communicates with the microsimulation model by generating a vector of prices, (urban) wages, and 
aggregate employment variables such as labor supply and (urban) unemployment. The functioning 
of the labor market plays an important role in this regard. The dynamic nature of our macro-micro 
model  allows  us  to  track  the  effect  of  economic  policies  and  external  shocks  on  poverty  and 
inequality on a period by period basis. 
Only the percentage deviations from the baseline are transmitted from the CGE model to the 
microsimulation model. Consequently, we do not assure complete consistency (i.e., that absolute 
aggregate magnitudes are equal) between the data sets used at the two modeling stages (see 
Bourguignon et al., 2008).  
3. SIMULATIONS 
3.1 SCENARIOS 
The scenarios that we consider can be divided into two groups (see Table 3.1). On the one 
hand, there are simulations of the elimination of the export duties introduced during the 2001-2002 
crisis. On the other hand, there are simulations of changes in world food and oil prices. In both 
cases, special emphasis is placed on their effects on the fiscal situation. As was mentioned, both 
short- and long-run effects are analyzed. 
Table 3.1: CGE-Microsimulations scenarios 
 
name description
base business as usual scenario
policy shocks
etax-gsav 20% yearly cut in export taxes with government saving as the equilibrating variable
etax-gcon 20% yearly cut in export taxes with government consumption as the equilibrating variable
etax-dtax 20% yearly cut in export taxes with direct tax rate as the equilibrating variable
external shocks
wprice-food 25% decrease in world food prices in 2008
wprice-oil 25% yearly decrease in world oil prices in 2008  
The first group of scenarios is motivated by the debate currently taking place in Argentina over 
export duties, particularly regarding the level they should have.  
The second group of scenarios is related to the strong increase in food prices seen during the 
last couple of years, which was followed by a recent fall.  19 
 
Since Argentina is an important food exporter, there is a need to assess the effects a reduction 
in world food prices would have. In addition, as it was mentioned above, the highest export tax rates 
are applied on products whose international price decreased sharply in the second half of 2008. 
In  the  scenarios  of  export  tax  reduction,  three  financing  alternatives  to  equilibrate  the 
government account are employed: (i) financing through debt (that is, the government savings are 
flexible); (ii) public consumption is the adjustment variable (that is, it decreases in response to a fall 
in tax revenues); and (iii) the direct tax rate is endogenously adjusted so as to keep government 
savings constant at the baseline level (i.e., at around 5% of GDP).  
In the export tax scenarios we simulate a 20 percent yearly reduction starting in year 2008 (i.e., 
2/3 reduction in 2013) of the export tax that was introduced during the 2001/02 economic crisis. The 
relevance of this tax change had already been discussed by many observers.  
In order to compensate the loss of tax revenues induced by the previous tax changes, some 
analysts (see Llach and Harriague, 2005) have proposed an increase in the income tax. In the 
scenario etax-dtax we assume that the direct tax rate is determined endogenously in order to keep 
the government savings constant and equal to the baseline values. 
The reduction in world food and oil prices is simulated as a fall both in export and import prices. 
3.2. RESULTS 
We show results in terms of aggregate welfare, sectoral output, sectoral trade, unemployment, 
terms of trade, prices of commodities, and wages from the CGE model. Using the microsimulation 
model  we  compute  results  in  terms  of  inequality  and  poverty.  The  differences  between  the 
counterfactual scenarios and the baseline scenario are interpreted as the economy-wide impact of 
the simulated shocks. 
BASELINE SCENARIO 
The first (base) scenario is a business-as-usual scenario. Accordingly, this scenario reflects the 
economy’s  evolution  in  the  absence  of  shocks.  In  order to  produce  a baseline  scenario  (i.e., a 
business-as-usual scenario), the exogenous part of the TFP (see variable CALTFP in the model’s 
mathematical statement) is adjusted to generate an annual growth rate for real GDP at factor cost 
that replicates the behavior of the Argentine economy for the period 2005-2008 and decreases 
thereafter, reaching an annual growth rate of 3.5 percent in year 2010.
12  
                                                 
12 The 3.5% growth rate was obtained using data on factor endowments for the period 1990-2001 to compute 
the potential GDP for Argentina. 20 
 
As said before, the model has three balances at the macro level. The shares in absorption of 
government consumption, investment, and household consumption are kept constant in order to 
produce a “balance” closure. This closure mimics Argentina’s past experience with simultaneous 
adjustments in the three components of absorption. The value of private savings is determined 
endogenously to maintain the balance between investment and total savings; the ratio between 
investment and absorption follows an exogenous path.
13 The real exchange rate varies in order to 
equilibrate the total inflows and outflows of foreign exchange, keeping foreign savings fixed as a 
share of GDP. The transfers from the rest of the world to the domestic institutions are set to grow 
exogenously at the same rate as real GDP, expressed in foreign currency. The transfers between 
the  government  and  households  grow  exogenously  at  the  same  rate  as  real  GDP.  The  model 
numeraire is the consumer price index. Finally, all tax rates are fixed over time. The model also 
considers the quantitative restrictions on exports of agri-food products that were introduced for the 
period 2006-2008. 
The poverty rate in the baseline scenario diminishes from 33.8 percent observed in 2005 to 
around 25.7 percent in 2015, mainly as a consequence of an increase in the average wage (see 
Table A.4). The implicit growth elasticity of poverty for the period 2005-2015 is approximately 0.48. 
The Gini coefficient does not show any significant change throughout the whole simulation period. 
COUNTERFACTUAL SCENARIOS 
The  rules  for  keeping  the  government  accounts  balanced  change  across  the  simulations. 
Specifically,  we  consider  three  closure  rules  in  the  policy-induced  simulations  (see  above),  and 
assume  that  government  savings  are  flexible  in  the  external  shocks  simulations.  The  real 
investment is endogenous and follows the available savings (i.e., savings driven); thus, the model 
captures growth effects that result from changes in investment. The foreign savings are fixed in the 
baseline scenario values, being the real exchange rate variable that equilibrates the inflows and 
outflows of foreign currency. 
POLICY SHOCKS 
In aggregated terms, the reduction in the export tax has different effects in the short- and in the 
long-run, when the government budget is equilibrated either through direct taxes (see etax-dtax 
scenario) or government consumption (see etax-gcon scenario) (see Table 3.2 and Table A.3 in the 
Appendix). In the short run, a fall in GDP is obtained, which can be accounted for by several factors. 
                                                 
13  In  order  to  generate  savings  that  equal  the  cost  of  investment,  the  savings  rate  of  the  representative 
household is endogenously adjusted. 21 
 
When the export tax is eliminated, the sectors with the highest tax rates expand their production 
level (see below). As was shown, these sectors are, in relation to the rest of the economy, relatively 
capital-intensive (particularly in land). Consequently, when expanded, they cannot absorb all the 
labor  --  specifically  semi-skilled  and  skilled  labor  --  that  is  expelled  by  the  sectors  that  are 
contracting,  and  as  a  consequence  urban  unemployment  increases  at  the  same  time that  rural 
unemployment  decreases  (see  Table  3.3);  at  the  national  level  however,  unemployment 
increases.
14  Additionally,  a  fall  in  the  national  labor  supply  is  observed,  particularly  when 
government  savings  and  public  consumption  are  used  as  variables  for  the  adjustment  of  the 
government budget. The decrease in the participation rate combined with the increase in the urban 
unemployment rate impact negatively on poverty (see Table A.4) On the other hand, the increase in 
the returns to the land factor combined with the reduction in the rural unemployment rate would 
reduce  rural  poverty  which,  according  to  the  scarce  available  evidence,  is  higher  than  urban 
poverty.
15 Overall, it is likely that national poverty increases since we expect that the number of 
households leaving poverty in the rural areas would not compensate for the number of households 
entering poverty in the urban areas; recall that (1) the share of urban areas in Argentina is 87.1 
percent, and (2) the baseline unemployment rate is higher in urban than in rural areas (see Table 
3.3). 
In the long run, the reallocation of resources generates an increase in the returns to capital, land 
and natural resource factors that enable higher private savings, even after facing a higher direct tax 
in  the  etax-dtax  scenario.  Then,  investment  is  higher  than  in  the  baseline  scenario,  and  as  a 
consequence the capital stock increases, which results in a growth rate slightly higher than that of 
the baseline scenario (see Table 3.2). However, when government financing is through debt, there 
is  a  fall  in  investment  that  reduces the  economy’s growth  rate throughout  the  whole  simulation 
period. That is to say, the need for public financing reduces the savings available for investment.  
                                                 
14 When the model is run with full employment and with no leisure-consumption choice, a fall in wages is 
obtained.  
15 In a recent study, Guardia and Tornarolli (2009) survey all the (scarce) available sources of information 
regarding rural poverty in Argentina; they found that rural poverty is significantly higher than urban poverty, 
but both follow a similar evolution in time. 22 
 
Table 3.2: Real macro indicators by simulation (annual growth rate 2007-2015) 
 
etax-gsav etax-gcon etax-dtax wp-food wp-oil
absorption 5,033 3.9 3.7 4.0 4.0 3.2 3.7
household consumption 3,263 3.8 3.9 4.1 3.9 3.4 3.8
government consumption 657 4.1 4.1 2.9 4.1 4.1 4.1
fixed investment 1,114 3.9 3.1 4.4 4.2 2.2 3.4
exports 1,365 3.8 4.0 4.4 4.3 3.7 3.8
imports -1,041 3.8 4.1 4.6 4.5 2.7 3.5
GDP market price 5,358 3.9 3.7 4.0 4.0 3.4 3.8
GDP factor cost 4,434 3.9 3.7 4.0 4.0 3.6 3.8










Table 3.3: Unemployment rate by labor type in base year and final year by simulation (%) 
 
2005 base etax-gsav etax-gcon etax-dtax wp-food wp-oil
urban
unskilled labor 19.1 13.8 14.2 13.9 14.0 14.2 13.8
semi-skilled labor 14.6 10.6 11.0 10.7 10.8 11.0 10.6
skilled labor 5.5 2.8 3.2 2.9 3.0 3.2 2.8
total 15.7 10.9 11.3 11.0 11.1 11.3 10.9
rural
unskilled labor 13.1 7.4 7.5 7.0 7.2 10.1 7.4
semi-skilled labor 10.0 6.4 6.5 6.0 6.2 9.1 6.4
skilled labor 3.8 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 5.0 2.5
total 10.7 6.2 6.3 5.9 6.1 8.9 6.2
national
unskilled labor 18.5 13.2 13.6 13.3 13.3 13.9 13.2
semi-skilled labor 14.4 10.4 10.8 10.5 10.6 10.9 10.4
skilled labor 5.4 2.8 3.2 2.9 2.9 3.3 2.8





The  loss  of  tax  revenues  due  to  the  elimination  of  export  duties  is  not  automatically 
compensated  by  an  increase  in  revenues  from  other  tax  instruments  (see  Table  3.4).  As  a 
consequence,  it  either  generates:  (1)  a  reduction  in  public  savings  (etax-gsav  scenario)  by  1.7 
points of the GDP by 2015, or (2) a reduction in public consumption (etax-gcon scenario) by 1.3 
points of the GDP. In the first case, a crowding-out effect that reduces investment takes place. 23 
 
 As a consequence, a reduction in the growth rate is obtained; in the 2007-2015 period, the 
annual  growth  rate  falls  from  3.9  percent  in  the  base  scenario  to  3.7  percent  in  the  etax-gsav 
scenario (see Table 3.2).  
However, when the elimination of export duties is compensated with a reduction in government 
consumption, the average annual growth rate for 2007-2015 slightly increases to reach 4 percent.
16  
Table 3.4: Fiscal indicators 
 
2005 base etax-gsav etax-gcon etax-dtax wp-food wp-oil
gov. consumption (share GDP) 12.3 12.3 12.4 11.0 12.2 12.9 12.4
gov. savings (share GDP) 4.9 4.9 3.2 4.9 4.9 3.5 4.3
tax revenue (share GDP) 28.0 28.0 26.6 26.7 27.9 27.8 27.8
export tax 2.3 2.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.7 2.0
tariffs 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
value added tax 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.8
other indirect taxes 7.3 7.4 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.5 7.2





As expected, the export volumes increase in all export tax scenarios; on average, export prices 
are around 4.2 percent higher than in the baseline in 2015. As a result, an appreciation of the real 
exchange rate takes place in order to re-equilibrate the current account of the balance of payments 
(see Table 3.2). 
There is an expected increase in the domestic prices of food items. In fact, one of the reasons 
mentioned in the literature for the existence of export duties is to “decouple” the domestic prices 
from the world prices (Devarajan et al., 1996; Piermartini, 2004). This increase in domestic food 
prices has a negative effect on the poverty rate, through the poverty line effect (again, see Table 
A.4).  
The  introduction  of  export  taxes  on  primary  (unprocessed)  commodities  work  as  an  indirect 
subsidy to higher value-added manufacturing or processing industries. Specifically, export taxes on 
primary  commodities  reduce  the  domestic  price  for  intermediate  inputs  for  domestic  processing 
industries  e.g.  export  taxes  on  rawhide  to  encourage  export  of  leather  (see  Piermartini,  2004; 
Devarajan et al., 1996). 
                                                 
16 However, notice that we are not considering the negative growth effect that reduced public spending in 
infrastructure may have.  24 
 
As expected, after the elimination of export duties, the sectors that show the highest increase in 
their production level are those that, at the beginning, faced the highest export tax rates. Therefore, 
the effect of rising primary exports is an appreciation of the real exchange rate, which undermines 
the competitiveness of other agricultural and manufacturing exports (see Table 3.5). 
A  significant  change  in  the  sectoral  composition  of  Argentina’s  economic  structure  can  be 
observed. In particular, both production and exports turn towards primary products (see Table 3.5). 
At the same time, imports of manufactures increase, replacing domestic production. Argentina’s 
productive structure is thus modified with primary products such as Cereals, Oil seeds, Oil, and 
Vegetable oils and fats gaining importance.  
Table 3.5: Sectoral results by simulation (annual growth rate 2007-2015) 
 
etax-gsav etax-gcon etax-dtax wp-food wp-oil
GDP primary 596 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.3 1.9 2.6
GDP non-primary 3,837 4.1 3.8 4.1 4.1 3.8 4.0
exports primary 320 2.1 4.5 4.7 4.8 1.2 2.1
imports primary 47 4.3 6.2 6.6 6.5 3.4 3.9
exports non-primary 1,045 4.2 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.2






policy shocks external shocks
 
The  production  of  Oil  seeds  aimed  at  the  domestic  market  increases  considerably  since  it 
constitutes the most important individual intermediate input in the production of Vegetable oils and 
fats, which is the main Argentine export product. 
The reduction in the export tax increases the price of the intermediate inputs used by the sectors 
that process raw products such as Dairy products, Beverages and tobacco, among others, due to 
the fact that higher export tax rates are imposed on primary products. This effect also contributes to 
the expansion of primary sectors vis-à-vis manufacturing sectors.  
EXTERNAL SHOCKS 
In this section the impact of changes in the world price of food products and oil is analyzed. In 
this case, it is assumed that the adjustment variable for the government is public savings. It is then 
expected that a reduction in the world price of the products exported by Argentina will increase the 
government  deficit  as  a  result  of  a  decrease  in  tax  revenue,  particularly  from  export  duties. 
Consequently, the economy’s growth rate will be reduced as a result of a crowding-out effect of 
investment. 25 
 
In  fact,  the  fiscal  situation  deteriorates,  mainly  as  a  consequence  of  a  reduction  in  the  tax 
collection from the export tax. The government surplus as a share of GDP is 1.4 percentage points 
lower  in  2015  in  the  food  price  reduction  scenario  (wp-food)  than  in  the  baseline  scenario, 
generating  a  crowding  out  effect  of  investment,  which  reduces  GDP  growth  and  increases 
unemployment, mainly rural unemployment (see Table 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4).  
When world food prices fall, there is a negative effect both in the short- and in the long- run (see 
Table A.3). As was previously described, Argentina is a net agri-food exporter. Consequently, this 
shock constitutes a worsening in Argentina’s terms of trade; the economic indicators as a whole 
worsen. The growth rate of the GDP at factor cost for the 2007-2015 period falls by 0.3 percentage 
points (see scenario wp-food). The decrease in the growth rate is higher for primary than for non-
primary  activities  (see  Table  3.5).  Moreover,  the  national  unemployment  rate  increases  by 
5.4perecent in 2015 with respect to the baseline scenario, mainly due to a strong increase in the 
rural unemployment rate.
17  
On the other hand, the domestic price of food products decreases with a positive impact on 
poverty. In fact, the poverty headcount diminishes due to the poverty line effect but increases due to 
the unemployment and the average wage effects (see Table A.4). Additionally, we expect a further 
increase in rural poverty due to a larger decrease in rural labor and non-labor income. 
The decrease in the world price of food generates a depreciation of the real exchange rate that, 
ceteris paribus, increases exports and decreases imports, in order to keep the (fixed) ratio between 
foreign savings and GDP imposed as part of the model macro closure rule for the external sector 
(see above). 
The decrease in the oil price also reduces the GDP growth rate – about 0.1 percent yearly, 
although the impact is lower than in the food price scenario. This is expected since oil is a less 
relevant product in the Argentinean economy than agri-food products. As before, fiscal revenues are 




                                                 
17 Notice that we are not considering the negative growth effect that reduced public spending in infrastructure 
may have. 26 
 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
In this paper we conducted a quantitative general equilibrium analysis on a sensitive economic 
and political debate (i.e., export taxes) in Argentina. The export taxes on food products are tied to 
world commodity prices. Accordingly, when these prices were soaring until recently, the agricultural 
sector  was  paying  large  tax  bills  and  government’s  tax  revenues  increased.  The  government 
policies  towards  the  agricultural  sector  caused  a  rebellion  in  Argentina’s  countryside;  political 
debate was at its peak in 2008 when Argentina’s Senate narrowly rejected the agricultural export 
tax increases that were imposed earlier by the President, an increase that caused a nationwide 
farmers’ strike. 
 From the Argentinean government’s point of view, export taxes help to increase fiscal revenue 
and stabilize prices. However, export taxes can hurt Argentina’s investment in efficient sectors and 
hence may slow the economy’s growth performance.  
In  order  to  provide  an  empirical  assessment,  we  implemented  the  (top-down)  CGE 
microsimulation  framework.  This  study  analyzed  the  economy-wide  impact  of  (1)  a  gradual 
elimination of the export tax that was introduced after the 2001/2002 economic crisis, and (2) a 
decrease in the world price of Argentina’s main export products. We found that the elimination of the 
export tax would have different long run effects depending on the fiscal instrument that is used by 
the government to compensate for the loss in tax revenue. On the one hand, when the government 
budget is equilibrated by an increased deficit, the average annual growth rate for 2008-2015 is 
lower than in the baseline scenario. On the other hand, when the government budget is equilibrated 
by an increased direct tax rate, there is a long- run positive effect on growth. In any case, the 
employment level is lower (i.e., participation rate decreases at the same time that unemployment 
rate  increases)  and  the  price  of  food  items  is  higher.
18  Therefore,  the  poverty  headcount  ratio 
increases. 
As expected, a reduction in the world price of food items (i.e., a worsening in Argentina’s terms 
of trade) would impact negatively on the country’s GDP growth rate and poverty, particularly in the 
rural areas. 
                                                 
18 As shown in Section 3, the employment level is lower than in the baseline scenario due to the change in the 
sectoral composition of Argentina’s productive structure. 27 
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1993 236,505 9.3 4.4 16.8
1994 250,308 12.1 3.5 19.0
1995 243,186 16.6 6.3 24.8
1996 256,626 17.3 7.5 27.9
1997 277,441 13.7 6.4 26.0
1998 288,123 12.4 6.9 25.9
1999 278,369 13.8 6.7 26.7
2000 276,173 14.7 7.7 28.9
2001 263,997 18.3 12.2 35.4
2002 235,236 23.6 24.7 54.3
2003 256,023 20.6 20.5 47.8
2004 279,141 16.9 15.0 40.2
2005 304,764 13.4 12.2 33.8
2006 330,565 11.1 8.7 26.9
2007 359,170 8.5 8.2 23.4
Source: Ministerio de Economía and INDEC.  
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Vegetables and fruits 7.3 3.6
Oil seeds 20.0 2.3
Other crops 7.3 2.8
Livestock, milk and wool 10.9 1.9





Other proc food 3.6 4.8
Vegetable oils and fats 17.4 3.8
Dairy products 3.6 5.6
Sugar 3.6 6.7
Beverages and tobbaco 3.6 7.0
Other manuctures
Textil and apparel 3.6 6.4
Other manufacturing 3.6 5.2
Petroleum refinery 3.6 0.1
Chemical products 3.6 2.8
Mineral products 3.6 4.2
Metal products 3.6 4.2
Machinery and equipment 3.6 4.7
Vehicles 3.6 9.0




Table A.3: Real macro indicators by simulation and year (growth rate) 
 
indicator scenario 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
absorption base 5,033 8.0 7.9 6.5 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4
household consumption base 3,263 8.0 8.0 6.4 3.9 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4
government consumption base 657 8.1 7.9 6.9 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
fixed investment base 1,114 7.9 7.8 6.6 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
exports base 1,365 7.8 7.7 6.5 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
imports base -1,041 7.8 7.7 6.5 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
GDP market price base 5,358 8.0 7.9 6.5 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.4
GDP factor cost base 4,434 8.0 8.0 6.5 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
real exchange rate base 1 0.2 0.5 -0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1
absorption etax-gsav 5,033 8.0 7.9 6.6 3.9 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
household consumption etax-gsav 3,263 8.0 8.0 6.8 4.2 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.2
government consumption etax-gsav 657 8.1 7.9 6.9 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
fixed investment etax-gsav 1,114 7.9 7.8 5.8 3.1 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.7
exports etax-gsav 1,365 7.8 7.7 7.2 4.3 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.3
imports etax-gsav -1,041 7.8 7.7 7.4 4.5 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.3
GDP market price etax-gsav 5,358 8.0 7.9 6.6 3.9 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2
GDP factor cost etax-gsav 4,434 8.0 8.0 6.4 3.9 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2
real exchange rate etax-gsav 1 0.2 0.5 -1.1 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2
absorption etax-gcon 5,033 8.0 7.9 6.6 4.1 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
household consumption etax-gcon 3,263 8.0 8.0 6.8 4.3 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6
government consumption etax-gcon 657 8.1 7.9 4.4 2.1 2.0 2.3 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3
fixed investment etax-gcon 1,114 7.9 7.8 7.3 4.6 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8
exports etax-gcon 1,365 7.8 7.7 7.4 4.6 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.7
imports etax-gcon -1,041 7.8 7.7 7.6 4.8 4.2 4.1 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.8
GDP market price etax-gcon 5,358 8.0 7.9 6.6 4.1 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
GDP factor cost etax-gcon 4,434 8.0 8.0 6.5 4.0 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
real exchange rate etax-gcon 1 0.2 0.5 -1.0 -0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2
absorption etax-dtax 5,033 8.0 7.9 6.6 4.1 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
household consumption etax-dtax 3,263 8.0 8.0 6.4 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
government consumption etax-dtax 657 8.1 7.9 6.9 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
fixed investment etax-dtax 1,114 7.9 7.8 7.0 4.3 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.6
exports etax-dtax 1,365 7.8 7.7 7.3 4.5 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.6
imports etax-dtax -1,041 7.8 7.7 7.5 4.7 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.7
GDP market price etax-dtax 5,358 8.0 7.9 6.6 4.1 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
GDP factor cost etax-dtax 4,434 8.0 8.0 6.5 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
real exchange rate etax-dtax 1 0.2 0.5 -1.1 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2
absorption wp-food 5,033 8.0 7.9 4.1 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1
household consumption wp-food 3,263 8.0 8.0 5.2 3.5 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
government consumption wp-food 657 8.1 7.9 6.9 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
fixed investment wp-food 1,114 7.9 7.8 -0.6 2.9 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.6
exports wp-food 1,365 7.8 7.7 10.0 3.1 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.8
imports wp-food -1,041 7.8 7.7 1.0 3.3 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9
GDP market price wp-food 5,358 8.0 7.9 6.2 3.4 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
GDP factor cost wp-food 4,434 8.0 8.0 6.8 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.1
real exchange rate wp-food 1 0.2 0.5 7.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
absorption wp-oil 5,033 8.0 7.9 5.9 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
household consumption wp-oil 3,263 8.0 8.0 6.4 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
government consumption wp-oil 657 8.1 7.9 6.9 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
fixed investment wp-oil 1,114 7.9 7.8 4.1 3.7 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.3
exports wp-oil 1,365 7.8 7.7 8.0 3.6 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
imports wp-oil -1,041 7.8 7.7 5.2 3.7 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
GDP market price wp-oil 5,358 8.0 7.9 6.6 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
GDP factor cost wp-oil 4,434 8.0 8.0 6.6 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4
real exchange rate wp-oil 1 0.2 0.5 1.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Source: Author's estimates.  33 
 
Table A.4a: Microsimulation results – poverty (*) official moderate poverty rate (%) 
 
microsimulations effect 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
base
pop 33.85 36.54 36.24 35.91 35.64 35.31 35.04 34.71 34.53 34.27 34.06
pop + act 33.85 36.57 36.21 35.92 35.60 35.34 34.98 34.70 34.42 34.25 33.92
pop + act + uerat 33.85 36.30 35.77 35.45 35.03 34.68 34.24 34.00 33.60 33.31 32.93
pop + act + uerat + sec 33.85 36.32 35.85 35.50 35.10 34.74 34.32 34.04 33.63 33.34 32.95
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 33.85 36.06 35.40 34.82 34.23 33.75 33.21 32.70 32.20 31.85 31.27
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 33.85 34.57 32.02 30.31 28.91 27.93 26.88 25.73 24.78 23.94 22.91
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 33.85 34.57 32.01 30.29 28.88 27.91 26.85 25.70 24.74 23.89 22.82
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap + pl 33.85 34.57 31.92 30.93 30.06 29.09 28.40 27.79 27.09 26.42 25.69
etax-gsav
pop 33.85 36.54 36.26 35.92 35.67 35.33 35.07 34.74 34.55 34.29 34.11
pop + act 33.85 36.57 36.23 35.94 35.61 35.36 35.00 34.75 34.45 34.27 33.92
pop + act + uerat 33.85 36.33 35.85 35.53 35.12 34.80 34.39 34.07 33.63 33.40 32.95
pop + act + uerat + sec 33.85 36.32 35.85 35.52 35.13 34.83 34.41 34.09 33.67 33.45 32.96
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 33.85 36.06 35.40 34.88 34.30 33.83 33.28 32.76 32.29 31.86 31.33
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 33.85 34.57 32.02 30.39 29.00 28.12 27.18 26.17 25.15 24.41 23.55
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 33.85 34.57 32.01 30.36 28.98 28.10 27.15 26.14 25.10 24.37 23.47
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap + pl 33.85 34.57 31.92 31.18 30.55 30.13 29.57 28.95 28.39 27.98 27.51
etax-gcon
pop 33.85 36.54 36.24 35.91 35.64 35.31 35.04 34.71 34.53 34.27 34.06
pop + act 33.85 36.57 36.21 35.93 35.59 35.35 34.98 34.74 34.42 34.25 33.93
pop + act + uerat 33.85 36.38 35.88 35.59 35.20 34.86 34.40 34.07 33.68 33.40 32.99
pop + act + uerat + sec 33.85 36.32 35.85 35.52 35.12 34.80 34.35 34.06 33.66 33.40 32.98
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 33.85 36.06 35.40 34.87 34.29 33.82 33.26 32.72 32.27 31.91 31.25
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 33.85 34.57 32.02 30.40 28.98 28.05 26.94 25.84 24.93 24.10 22.99
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 33.85 34.57 32.01 30.34 28.96 28.03 26.91 25.81 24.87 24.03 22.88
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap + pl 33.85 34.57 31.92 31.20 30.60 30.14 29.56 28.98 28.42 27.92 27.37
etax-dtax
pop 33.85 36.50 36.20 35.86 35.60 35.26 35.02 34.69 34.51 34.25 34.08
pop + act 33.85 36.52 36.20 35.91 35.59 35.31 34.97 34.70 34.42 34.26 33.92
pop + act + uerat 33.85 36.34 35.86 35.52 35.12 34.76 34.32 33.97 33.61 33.28 32.92
pop + act + uerat + sec 33.85 36.32 35.85 35.52 35.14 34.79 34.36 34.05 33.69 33.39 33.00
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 33.85 36.06 35.40 34.87 34.31 33.80 33.26 32.71 32.28 31.90 31.32
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 33.85 34.57 32.02 30.36 29.02 28.03 27.02 25.86 24.99 24.14 23.16
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 33.85 34.57 32.01 30.34 28.99 28.00 26.99 25.83 24.95 24.08 23.07
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap + pl 33.85 34.57 31.92 31.13 30.55 30.01 29.43 28.84 28.32 27.83 27.36
wprice-food
pop 33.85 36.50 36.22 35.88 35.62 35.31 35.05 34.73 34.55 34.29 34.12
pop + act 33.85 36.55 36.22 35.93 35.63 35.34 35.04 34.74 34.48 34.26 33.95
pop + act + uerat 33.85 36.38 35.89 35.57 35.20 34.83 34.43 34.08 33.72 33.36 33.01
pop + act + uerat + sec 33.85 36.32 35.85 35.41 35.09 34.72 34.37 34.02 33.67 33.33 33.00
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 33.85 36.06 35.40 34.77 34.30 33.76 33.28 32.70 32.29 31.87 31.37
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 33.85 34.57 32.02 30.23 29.03 28.10 27.25 26.25 25.18 24.36 23.69
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 33.85 34.57 32.01 30.22 29.01 28.08 27.22 26.22 25.14 24.31 23.64
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap + pl 33.85 34.57 31.92 27.47 26.64 25.84 25.31 24.64 24.05 23.25 22.60
wprice-oil
pop 33.85 36.54 36.24 35.91 35.64 35.31 35.04 34.71 34.53 34.27 34.06
pop + act 33.85 36.57 36.21 35.91 35.61 35.33 35.00 34.69 34.45 34.25 33.94
pop + act + uerat 33.85 36.34 35.85 35.46 35.11 34.72 34.33 33.99 33.62 33.31 32.95
pop + act + uerat + sec 33.85 36.32 35.85 35.44 35.09 34.75 34.32 33.96 33.63 33.29 32.98
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 33.85 36.06 35.40 34.75 34.24 33.76 33.22 32.61 32.20 31.80 31.22
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 33.85 34.57 32.02 29.88 28.63 27.79 26.77 25.59 24.68 23.94 22.93
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 33.85 34.57 32.01 29.86 28.60 27.77 26.75 25.56 24.64 23.90 22.85
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap + pl 33.85 34.57 31.92 30.94 30.08 29.22 28.58 27.90 27.29 26.60 25.92
Source: Author's estimates.  
 
(*) other poverty indicators are available from the authors upon request. 
References:  pop=population;  act=participation  rate;  uerat=unemployment  rate;  sec=sector  structyre 
employment; w1=relative wages; w2=average wage; cap=non-labor incomes; pl=poverty line. 34 
 
Table A.4b: Microsimulation results – inequality (*) Gini coefficient household per capita 
income 
 
microsimulations effect 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
base
pop 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.498 0.498
pop + act 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.498 0.498 0.497
pop + act + uerat 0.499 0.502 0.501 0.499 0.497 0.496 0.495 0.494 0.493 0.492 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec 0.499 0.502 0.500 0.499 0.497 0.496 0.495 0.494 0.492 0.491 0.490
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.485 0.483 0.480 0.477 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.485 0.483 0.480 0.477 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 0.499 0.501 0.497 0.495 0.492 0.489 0.486 0.484 0.481 0.479 0.477
etax-gsav
pop 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.499 0.498
pop + act 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.501 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.498 0.497
pop + act + uerat 0.499 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.498 0.497 0.495 0.495 0.493 0.493 0.492
pop + act + uerat + sec 0.499 0.502 0.500 0.499 0.497 0.496 0.495 0.494 0.493 0.492 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.485 0.483 0.480 0.478 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.485 0.483 0.480 0.478 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 0.499 0.501 0.497 0.495 0.492 0.489 0.487 0.485 0.482 0.480 0.477
etax-gcon
pop 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.498 0.498
pop + act 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.498 0.498 0.497
pop + act + uerat 0.499 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.498 0.497 0.495 0.495 0.493 0.493 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec 0.499 0.502 0.500 0.499 0.497 0.496 0.495 0.494 0.493 0.492 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.485 0.483 0.480 0.478 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.485 0.483 0.480 0.478 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 0.499 0.501 0.497 0.495 0.492 0.489 0.487 0.485 0.482 0.480 0.477
etax-dtax
pop 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.499 0.498
pop + act 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.498 0.498 0.497
pop + act + uerat 0.499 0.502 0.501 0.499 0.498 0.496 0.495 0.494 0.493 0.492 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec 0.499 0.502 0.500 0.499 0.497 0.496 0.495 0.494 0.493 0.492 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.485 0.483 0.480 0.478 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.485 0.483 0.480 0.478 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 0.499 0.501 0.497 0.495 0.492 0.489 0.487 0.484 0.482 0.480 0.477
wprice-food
pop 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.501 0.500 0.500 0.499 0.499
pop + act 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.500 0.499 0.498 0.498 0.497
pop + act + uerat 0.499 0.502 0.501 0.499 0.498 0.496 0.496 0.494 0.493 0.492 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec 0.499 0.502 0.500 0.498 0.497 0.495 0.495 0.494 0.493 0.492 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.486 0.483 0.480 0.478 0.476
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.488 0.486 0.483 0.480 0.478 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 0.499 0.501 0.497 0.494 0.492 0.489 0.487 0.484 0.482 0.479 0.477
wprice-oil
pop 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.498 0.498
pop + act 0.499 0.504 0.503 0.502 0.501 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.498 0.498 0.497
pop + act + uerat 0.499 0.502 0.500 0.499 0.497 0.496 0.495 0.494 0.493 0.492 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec 0.499 0.502 0.500 0.498 0.497 0.496 0.495 0.493 0.493 0.491 0.491
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.493 0.490 0.487 0.485 0.482 0.480 0.477 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 0.499 0.500 0.497 0.493 0.490 0.487 0.485 0.482 0.480 0.477 0.475
pop + act + uerat + sec + w1 + w2 + cap 0.499 0.501 0.497 0.494 0.491 0.489 0.486 0.484 0.481 0.479 0.477
Source: Author's estimates.  
(*) other inequality indicators are available from the authors upon request. References: pop=population; act=participation 




CGE MODEL MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT 
The  CGE  model  mathematical  statement  uses  the  following  notation:  uppercase  letters  for 
endogenous  variables,  lowercase  letters  for  exogenous  variables,  Greek  letters  for  behavioral 
parameters, quantity starts with Q, and prices start with P.
19 The model has the following sets: t time 
periods,  a  activities,  c  commodities,  f  factors,  h  households,  ins  institutions;  insd  domestic 
institutions,  insng  domestic  non-government  institutions,  and  gz  regions  (i.e.,  rural,  urban,  and 
national).  The  model  differentiates  between  urban  and  rural  activities,  and  assumes  that  labor 
mobility is perfect between activities within each zone but imperfect between activities in the rural 
and urban areas.  
The model can be split in two modules. The within-period module defines a single country static 
CGE  model.  The  equations  in  this  module  are  grouped  in  blocs  covering  production,  trade, 
institutions,  investment,  equilibrium  conditions,  and  macro  variables.  The  within-period  module 
presents some similarities to Lofgren et al. (2002).  
The  equations  in  the  between-period  module  update  population,  labor  force  by  skill  level, 
institutional stocks of assets, and total factor productivity. Naturally, the equations in this module 
include lagged variables and do not apply to the first period. We assume that the capital stock is 
sector-specific. As a consequence, sectoral profit rates will be different across activities. In fact, the 
difference in capital returns determines how the new capital (i.e., investment) is assigned across 
sectors.
20 In the model, flows are measured at the end of each period and stocks are measured at 
the beginning of each period. 
 
VARIABLES 
  t CALTFP  TFP for calibration run 
  t CPI   consumer price index 
  t DPI   producer domestic price index 
  t EG   government expenditure 
                                                 
19 The notation used is similar to Lofgren et al. (2002). 
20 For alternative approaches see Abbink et al. (1995), Annabi et al. (2004), Bourguignon et al. (1989), among 
others. 36 
 
  ht EH   consumption expenditure hhd h 
  t EXR   exchange rate (domestic currency per unit of foreign currency) 
  t FSAV   rest of the world savings (expressed in foreign currency) 
  t GDAJ   adjustment factor government consumption 
  t GDPREALFC   real GDP at factor cost 
  t GDPMP   GDP at market prices 
  t GOVSHR   government consumption share in absorption  
  t GSAV   government savings 
  t IADJ   adjustment factor investment 
  t INVSHR   investment share in absorption 
  t flab ins MAXHOUR , ,   endowment factor flab institution ins 
  t insdng MPS ,   marginal propensity to save institution insdng 
  t MPSADJ   adjustment factor marginal propensity to save 
  at PA   price of activity a 
  t PCAP   price of capital 
  ct PD   price of commodity c domestic 
  ct PE   domestic price of commodity c exports 
  at PINTA   price of intermediate inputs aggregate activity a 
  ct PM   domestic price of commodity c imports 
  ct PQD   demand price composite commodity c 
  ct PQS   supply price composite commodity c 
  at PVA   value added price activity a 37 
 
  t PVAAVG   average price value added 
  ct PWE   export price commodity c (foreign currency) 
  ct PWM   import price commodity c (foreign currency) 
  ct PX   producer price commodity c 
  at QA   level of activity a 
  at QCAPNEW   new capital in activity a 
  ct QD   sales and purchases domestic commodity c 
  ct QE   exports commodity c 
  t f ins QFACINS , ,   factor f supply institution ins 
  ft QFS
  total supply factor f 
  ct QG   government consumption commodity c 
  cht QH   consumption of commodity c by hhd h 
  t QHPCREAL   per capital real consumption 
  cat QINT   intermediate demand of commodity c by activity a 
  at QINTA   intermediate inputs aggregate activity a 
  ct QINV   investment commodity c 
  ct QM   imports commodity c 
  ct QQ   domestic demand composite commodity (D+M) 
  at QVA   value added activity a 
  ct QX   domestic supply composite commodity c (D+E) 
  t GDPMP FSAV RAT _ _   ratio between foreign savings and GDP at market prices 
  t GDPMP GDSAV RAT _ _   ratio between government savings and GDP at market prices 38 
 
  at REBATE   value added rebate for intermediate consumption activity a  
  at SHRCAPNEW   share of activity a in the new capital 
  at TA   tax rate activity a 
  t TAADJ   adjustment factor TA 
  t TABS   total absorption  
  ct TE   tax rate exports commodity c 
  t TEADJ   adjustment factor TE 
  ft TF   tax rate factor f income 
  t TFADJ   adjustment factor TF 
  at TFINSER   tax rate use of financial services 
  t TFINSERADJ   adjustment factor TFINSER 
  ct TFUEL   tax rate fuel (c=fuel) 
  t TFUELADJ   adjustment factor TFUEL 
  ct TM   tariff rate imports commodity c 
  t TMADJ   adjustment factor TM 
  ct TPRODUCTS   tax rate product c 
  t DJ TPRODUCTSA   adjustment factor TPRODUCTS 
  t TREV   tax revenue 
  t ii TRII '   transfer from institution insdngp to institution insdng 
  ct TTURNONVER   tax rate turnover tax commodity c 
  t ADJ TTURNONVER  adjustment factor TTURNOVER 
  ct TVAT   tax rate value added commodity c 39 
 
  t TVATADJ   adjustment factor TVAT 
  t insdng TY ,   tax rate income institution insdng 
  t TYADJ   adjustment factor TY 
  t gz f UERAT , ,   unemployment rate factor f region gz 
  ct URNTQEMAX   unitary rent due to export quota commodity c 
  t WALRAS   to check ley walras 
  t WCAPAVG   average profit rate 
  t gz f WF , ,   price of factor f in region gz 
  fat WFA   price of factor f in activity a 
  fat WFDIST   distortion factor price of factor f in activity a 
  t gz f WFREAL , ,   real wage factor f in region gz 
  t gz f WFREALMIN , ,   minimum real wage factor f in region gz 
  ft YF   income of factor f 
  t YG   government income 
  t insdng YI ,   income of institution insdng 
EXOGENOUS VARIABLES 
  if shif   share institution i in factor f income 
  c qinv   initial investment commodity c  
  insdng mps   initial marginal propensity to save institution insdng 
  c qg   initial government consumption commodity c 
  a tabar   initial tax rate activity a  
  c te   initial tax rate exports commodity c 40 
 
  c tf   initial tax rate factor f income 
  c tfinser   initial tax rate financial transactions (c=financ)  
  c tfuel   initial tax rate fuel (c=fuel)  
  c tm   initial tariff rate imports commodity c 
  c tproducts   initial tax rate product c 
  c tturnover   initial tax rate turnover tax commodity c 
  c tvatbar   initial tax rate value added commodity c 
  i ty   initial tax rate income institution insdng 
  t ii trnsfr '   transfers from institution i' to institution i 
 
' ii shii   share in ins i income of transfers from ins i’ to ins i 
  netprfrat   capital net rate of return 
  f ueratmin   minimum unemployment rate factor f 
  c qemax   maximum exports commodity c 
  t pop   population 
  flab qlabgrwrat   labor endowment growth rate 
  popgrwrat  population growth rate 




fa d   share factor f activity a value added  
  a f   shift parameter activity a value added 
 
va
a s   substitution elasticity activity a value added 
 
va
a r   exponent activity a value added 41 
 
  ac q   yield commodity c per unit activity a 
  ca ica   intermediate consumption commodity c per unit of intermediate inputs 
aggregate activity a 
  a iva   value added per unit activity a 
  a inta   intermediate inputs aggregate per unit activity a 
 
y
ch e   income elasticity demand commodity c household h 
 
l
h flab, e   income elasticity labor supply 
  ch a   share commodity c consumption household h 
  h flab, b   share leisure utility household h 
  ht min v_   minimum total consumption value household h 
  cht min c_   minimum consumption value commodity c household h 
 
M
c q d   share imports commodity c armington q 
 
D
c q d   share domestic commodity c armington q 
  c q f   shift parameter armington q 
  c q s   substitution elasticity armington q 




c t d   share exports commodity c CET x 
 
D
c t d   share domestic commodity c CET x 
  c t f   shift parameter CET x 
  c t s   transformation elasticity CET x 
  c t r   exponent CET x 
  gz f , g   share region gz total supply factor f 42 
 
  f W   transformation elasticity CET total supply factor f 
  c cwts   weight commodity c in CPI 
  c dwts   weight commodity c in DPI 
  f wfqh f   min wage elasticity w.r.t. per capita household consumption 
  f wfpva f   min wage elasticity w.r.t. average value added price 
  f wfuerat f   min wage elasticity w.r.t. (1-unemployment rate) 
  f wfcpi f   min wage elasticity w.r.t. consumer price index 
  deprcap   capital depreciation rate 
  k   speed capital mobility between activities 
  c iccap   quantity of commodity c per unit of new capital 
EQUATIONS 
WITHIN-PERIOD MODULE 
LEVEL 1: VALUE-ADDED 
Equation (1) shows that value-added is a fixed proportion of the activity production level. The value-
added price is obtained, implicitly, from equation (2). The rest of the variables in equation (2) are 
determined elsewhere in the model. 
  at a at QA iva QVA =   (1) 
  ( ) at at at at at at at at QINTA PINTA QVA PVA QA TFINSER TA PA + = - - 1   (2) 
LEVEL 1: INTERMEDIATE INPUTS 
The aggregate intermediate input used by each activity is a fixed share of their production level 
(equation (3)). The price of the aggregate intermediate input is obtained as a weighted average of 
the prices of every commodity demanded as intermediate input (equation (4)). The coefficient  ca ica  
refers to the quantity of intermediate input c used in activity a per unit of aggregate intermediate 43 
 
inputs  at QINTA .  The  last  term  on  the  right-hand  side  is  the  VAT  rebate  per  unit  of  aggregate 
intermediate inputs purchased by the representative firm in activity a. 





ca ct at QINTA
REBATE
ica PQD PINTA - =∑   (4) 
LEVEL 2: VALUE ADDED 
Equations (5) and (6) are the first order conditions of the firm optimization problem. Value added 
production  is  modeled  using  a  CES  technology  (constant  elasticity  of  substitution).  Factor  f 
remuneration in activity a in region gz in time period t is calculated as  fat t gz f WFDIST WF , ,  (equation 
(7)).  Hence,  factor  f  remuneration  may  differ  across  activities.  This  modeling  strategy  allows 
alternative  closure  rules  (i.e.,  ways  to  equilibrate  demand  and  supply)  in  factor  markets.  The 
variable  t CALTFP  is used in the calibration run to impose a growth rate to the real GDP at factor 





















= ∑   (5) 

























f d   (6) 
  fat t gz f fat WFDIST WF WFA , , =   ( ) a gz f mapfgza gz , , Î   (7) 
LEVEL 2: INTERMEDIATE INPUTS 
Intermediate inputs are also a fixed share of the activity production level. However, in equation (8), 
intermediate inputs appear as a fixed proportion of aggregate intermediate inputs. These, in turn, 
are a fixed proportion of the activity production (equation (3)). In equation (9), the production of 
every  commodity  is  computed  using  the  ac q   parameter,  which  refers  to  the  production  level  of 
commodity c per unit of activity a production. The price of activity a is a weighted average of the 
prices of the commodities produced by this activity (equation (10)). 
  at ca cat QINTA ica QINT =   (8) 
  ∑ =
a
at ac ct QA QX q   (9) 44 
 
  ∑ =
c
ct ac at PX PA q   (10) 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE PRICES 
Equations  (11)  and  (12)  define  export  and  import  domestic  prices.  Based  on  the  small  country 
assumption, tradable commodity international prices are considered as given. Government collects 
import tariffs and export duties. Equations (13), (14), and (15) are used to impose restrictions on the 
volume of exports for commodities in the set cqemax. Equation (16) can be used for commodities 
that face a constant-elasticity export demand function. 
  ( ) ct t ct ct PWM EXR TM PM + = 1   (11) 
  ( ) ct t ct ct ct PWE EXR URNTQEMAX TE PE - - = 1   (12) 
  ct ct qemax QE £   cqemax cÎ   (13) 
  0 ³ ct URNTQEMAX   cqemax cÎ   (14) 














qe QE   ced cÎ   (16) 
CONSUMPTION COMPOSITE COMMODITY 
On the consumption side, under the Armington assumption (1969), commodities are differentiated 
by their country of origin. A CES function is used to model imperfect substitutability between imports 
and  domestic  commodities  (equation  (17)).
21  Equation  (18)  shows  the  tangency  condition  that 
determines the quantities of domestic commodity and imports consumed. Equation (19) computes 
the  supply  price  of  the  composite  commodity  QQ  as  a  weighted  average  of  the  domestic  and 
imported varieties of the same good. Taxes on commodities are levied on the composite commodity 
QQ (equation (20)). The GAMS code includes additional equations for the cases of non-imported 
goods and non-produced imports. 
  ( ) c







c c ct QD q QM q q QQ r r r d d f
1
- - - + =   (17) 
                                                 





























  (18) 
  ct ct ct ct ct ct QM PM QD PD QQ PQS + =   (19) 
  ( ) ct ct ct ct ct
ct
TTURNOVER TVAT TPRODUCTS TFUEL PQS
PQD
+ + + +
=
1
  (20) 
PRODUCTION COMPOSITY COMMODITY 
Production can be destined either to domestic or to export markets. This possibility is modeled using 
a CET function (equation (21)).
22 Equation (22) is derived from the profit maximization first order 
conditions. Equation (23) is the zero profit condition for the producer of commodity c. From this 
equation, the price PX is derived. The GAMS code includes additional equations for the cases of 
domestically sold outputs without exports and exports without domestic sales.  







c c ct QD t QE t t QX r r r d d f
1





























  (22) 
  ct ct ct ct ct ct QE PE QD PD QX PX + =   (23) 
NON-GOVERNMENT DOMESTIC INSTITUTIONS INCOME 
Equation (24) computes factor f total income. The income of institution i is obtained by adding four 
components: i) income from all factors; ii) government (real) transfers; iii) transfers received from the 
rest of the world expressed in local currency; and iv) transfers from other domestic non-government 
institutions (equation (25)). 
  ∑ =
a
fat fat ft QF WFA YF   (24) 
                                                 












ct ct t ct i
i
t ii
t t row i
t t gov i
f
ft ft if it










  insdng i i Î = '   (25) 
TRANSFERS BETWEEN NON-GOVERNMENT DOMESTIC INSTITUTIONS 
The  model  allows  for  a  detailed  treatment  of  transfers  between  domestic  non-government 
institutions (e.g., households and firms). In particular, transfers from institution i’ to institution i are 
modeled as a fixed proportion of institution i’ income net of savings and direct taxes (equation (26)). 
Firms can save, pay direct taxes, but not consume goods. In general, firms receive most part of the 
capital factor income in order to distribute it between the other institutions (e.g., households and rest 
of  the  world).  Notice,  however,  that  the  Argentina  SAM  2005  used  to  calibrate  the  model  only 
identifies one private domestic institution (i.e., household). 
  ( )( ) t i t i t i ii t ii YI TY MPS shii TRII ' ' ' ' ' 1 1 - - =   insdng i i Î = '   (26) 
NON-GOVERNMENT DOMESTIC INSTITUTIONS MARGINAL PROPENSITY TO SAVE  
The  non-government  domestic  institutions  marginal  propensity  to  save  is  calculated  in  equation 
(27). 
  t i it MPSADJ mps MPS =   insdng iÎ   (27) 
HOUSEHOLDS 
Equation (28) calculates the household consumption expenditure as the household h income net of 
transfers  to  other  domestic  institutions,  savings,  and  direct  taxes.  Household  consumption 
expenditure is distributed between the different commodities and leisure from the (flab) different 
labor categories according to a Stone-Geary utility function (equation (29)). Equation (30) refers to 
the labor supply of household h. 
  ( )( ) ht ht ht
i
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  (30) 
INVESTMENT 
Equation (31) calculates the quantity of commodity c for investment demand. It is assumed that the 
commodity composition of investment is constant at the initial values. If the investment increases, 
the investment demand of every commodity is increased by the same proportion. 
  t c ct IADJ qinv QINV =   (31) 
GOVERNMENT 
Equation (32) calculates the government consumption of commodity c, defined as the base-year 
quantity multiplied by an adjustment factor. Equations (33) to (42) compute all the tax rates as the 
product between the initial rate and an adjustment factor. This formulation allows for great flexibility 
when  simulating  counterfactual  scenarios.  The  (net)  tax  revenue  is  computed  in  equation  (43). 
Equation (44) shows the two government’s income sources: i) tax revenue; and ii) transfers from the 
rest of the world (multiplied by the exchange rate in order to express them in domestic currency). 
Equation (45) calculates the VAT rebate given by the government to the firms because of their 
intermediate inputs purchases.  
Government uses its income to buy commodities and make transfers to the households and firms 
(equation (46)). Equation (47) defines government saving as the difference between government 
revenues and expenditures. 
  t c ct GADJ qg QG =   (32) 
  t at at TAADJ tabar TA =   (33) 
  t ct ct TVATADJ tvatbar TVAT =   (34) 
  t ct ct DJ TPRODUCTSA tproducts TPRODUCTS =   (35) 
  t ct ct TFUELADJ tfuel TFUEL =   (36) 
  t ct ct DJ TTURNOVERA tturnover TTURNOVER =   (37) 48 
 
  t at at TFINSERADJ tfinser TFINSER =   (38) 
  t t insdng t insdng TYADJ ty TY , , =   (39) 
  t ct ct TEADJ te TE =   (40) 
  t ct ct TMADJ tm TM =   (41) 
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  (43) 
  ∑ +
+ =
cqemax
ct ct t ct gov
t row gov t t t
QE PWE EXR URNTQEMAX ax shrentquem
trnsfr EXR TREV YG , ,
  (44) 
  ∑ =
c





ct ct t CPI trnsfr QG PQD EG ∑ ∑ + = , ,   (46) 
  t t t EG YG GSAV - =   (47) 49 
 
FACTOR MARKET EQUILIBRIUM 
Equation (48) shows the equilibrium condition in the factor f market in region gz; for those factors 
that  can  freely  move  between  regions  (urban/rural),  this  equations  only  refers  to  the  national 
economy (i.e., the region named ‘tot’).  




fat t gz f t gz f QF UERAT QFS , , , , 1   (48) 
COMMODITY MARKET EQUILIBRIUM 
Equation  (49)  is  the  equilibrium  condition  in  the  market  of  the  composite  commodity  QQ.  The 
commodity demand is given by household consumption, intermediate consumption, investment, and 
government consumption. 




cht QQ QG QINV QINT QH = + + +∑ ∑   (49) 
CURRENT ACCOUNT OF BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Equation (50) is the current account of the balance of payments. It is expressed in foreign currency. 
The left hand-side (right hand-side) shows the foreign currency earning (spending). 




ct c t t row i
c
ct c QM PWM FSAV trnsfr QE PWE , ,   (50) 
SAVINGS-INVESTMENT BALANCE 
Equation (51) shows the savings-investment balance. Households, government, and the rest of the 
world are the institutions which contribute to the total saving. The variable WALRAS must be zero in 
equilibrium. 














  (51) 
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
Equation (52) defines the consumer price index. The weights are given by each commodity share in 
the household consumption. 
  t
c
c ct CPI cwts PQD = ∑   (52) 50 
 
PRODUCER DOMESTIC PRICE INDEX 
Equation (53) defines the producer domestic price index as a weighted average of the prices of 
domestically produced and domestically marketed output. 
  t
c
c ct DPI dwts PD = ∑   (53) 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
In  this  group  of  equations,  the  existence  of  unemployment  with  minimum  real  wage  (i.e.,  rigid 
downward)  is  modeled.  Equation  (54)  defines  the  real  wage.  Equation  (55)  assumes  that  the 
minimum wage varies with household consumption per capita, employment rate, consumer price 
index, and the average price of value-added. Equation (56) imposes a lower bound for the real 
wage. Equation (57) fixes the lower bound for the unemployment rate. Equation (58) establishes a 
complementarity relationship between the real wage and the unemployment rate. This relationship 
shows the two possible situations in the factor market with unemployment: i) the real wage is equal 
to its minimum, and the unemployment rate is above the minimum; or ii) the real wage is above the 
minimum, and the unemployment rate is equal to its minimum. Equation (59) computes the total 
supply of each factor. Finally, equations (60) and (61) compute the household consumption per 









































































  (55) 
  t gz f t gz f WFREALMIN WFREAL , , , , ³   mapfgz fuendog f , Î   (56) 
  f t gz f ueratmin UERAT ³ , ,   mapfgz fuendog f , Î   (57) 
  ( )( ) 0 , , , , , , = - - f t gz f t gz f t gz f ueratmin UERAT WFREALMIN WFREAL   (58) 
  ∑ =
i























PVAAVG   (61) 
RURAL/URBAN LABOR MOVEMENT 
The  national  labor  supply  is  assigned  between  the  urban  and  rural  zones  according  to  a  CET 
function.  Accordingly,  we  assume  imperfect  labor  mobility  between  rural  and  urban  activities 
(equation (62)). Equations (63) and (64) compute the national (average) wage and unemployment 
rate, respectively. 
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, ,   fuendog fmig f , Î   (64) 
GDP 
Equation (65) defines the real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at factor cost. This equation is used 
in the calibration run to impose a real GDP at factor cost growth rate in the baseline scenario. 
Equation (66) defines the nominal GDP at market prices. 
 
  ∑ =
a
at a t QVA PVA GDPREALFC
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RATIO BETWEEN GOVERNMENT SAVINGS AND GDP AT MARKET PRICES 
Equation  (67)  defines  the  ratio  between  government  savings  and  GDP  at  market  prices.  This 






GDPMP GDSAV RAT = _ _   (67) 
RATIO BETWEEN FOREIGN SAVINGS AND GDP AT MARKET PRICES 
Equation (68) defines the ratio between foreign savings and GDP at market prices. This equation is 






GDPMP FSAV RAT = _ _   (68) 
ABSORPTION 
Equation (69) defines absorption as the sum of three components: i) household consumption; ii) 
government  consumption;  and  iii)  investment  demand.  The  ratio  of  investment  to  absorption  is 
computed  in  equation  (70).  The  ratio  of  government  consumption  to  absorption  is  computed  in 
equation (71). 
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BETWEEN-PERIOD MODULE 
Between periods we need to decide how to distribute the investment across the different productive 
sectors in order to increase their (specific) capital stock. Sectors with above (below) average capital 
returns will receive a larger (smaller) share of total investment than their share in the capital stock in 
the previous period. The average profit rate is computed in period t as shown in equation (72). 
Equation  (73)  defines  each  sector’s  share  in  the  new  capital  stock.  The  value  of  kappa  varies 
between zero and one and measures the degree of capital mobility between sectors. When kappa is 
zero, investment is assigned across sectors only based in the initial share of each sector in the total 53 
 
capital  stock. When  kappa  is  positive,  investment  is  assigned  across  sectors  by  also  following 
differences in sectoral profit rates. The price of one unit of the capital good is computed in equation 
(74). The quantity of new capital that each sector receives is calculated at the end of period t as 
shown in equation (75). This new capital increases the capital available at the beginning of the next 
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SHRCAPNEW k   (73) 
  ∑ =
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=   (75) 
  ( ) 1 1 , , , , 1 - - - - + - = at t a cap f t a cap f QCAPNEW deprcap QF QF   (76) 
  ∑ - - - - - + =
a
t a cap f ins t cap f ins t cap f ins QCAPNEW shif QFACINS QFACINS 1 , , 1 , , , ,   (77) 
  ( ) flab t flab t flab qlabgrwrat MAXHOUR MAXHOUR + = - 1 1 , ,   (78) 
MACROECONOMIC CLOSURE RULE 
The number of variables in each time period is 
11 a + 22 c + 2 f + h + 3 (f x a) + (c x a) + (c x h) + 3 insdng + (ins x f) + (ins x ins) + 5 (f x gz) + 34 
The number of equations in each time period is 
11 a + 20 c + 2 f + h + 2 (f x a) + (c x a) + (c x h) + 3 insdng + (ins x f) + (ins x ins) + 5 (f x gz) + 19 
As a consequence, we need to specify as exogenous 2 c + (f x a) +15 variables.  
                                                 
23 Notice that we also exogenously impose growth rates for population, minimum consumption, and transfers trnsfr.  54 
 
The macroeconomic behavior depends on which variables are kept fixed. We need to specify the 
ways  in  which  following  components  reach  an  equilibrium  situation:  the  factors  markets,  the 
government, the external sector, and the savings-investment balance.  
As an example, we can chose the following: PWE(c), PWM(c), WFDIST(flab,a), QF(fcap,a), GADJ, 
FSAV,  MPSADJ,  CPI,  TAADJ,  TVATADJ,  TPRODCTSADJ,  TFUELADJ,  TTURNOVERADJ, 
TFINSERADJ, TYADJ, TMADJ, TEADJ, TFADJ, and CALTFP. This selection implies the following 
for each time period: Argentina is modeled as a small open economy that takes as given the world 
prices,  labor  is  unemployed  and  perfectly  mobile  across  sectors  and  regions,  capital  is  fully 
employed and sector specific, government savings are flexible and government real consumption is 
fixed, the real exchange rates vary in order to equilibrate the current account of the balance of 
payments, real investment is endogenous and follows the available savings, the model numeraire is 
the consumer price index, all tax rates are exogenous, and the TFP variable used in the calibration 
run is exogenous. 
 